Repair Café Feedback 18th January 2020

GOOD
Very! A wonderful resusitaion of a moribund suction hoover!
Excellent! Beautiful repair. Pleasant, friendly
Good. Repair cannot be tested for several hours.
Lots of electrical people, cakes, central location
Excellent. Problem was a safety issue so very glad I came down.
Very happy and the ?? (illegible) is now working. Thank you.
Richard and Sean were FANTASTIC! Sadly did not repair our items but explained
what was wrong and saved us from electrocution and combustion!
Great team but sadly not repairable
Friendly and helpful. Cakes and range of types of tea table cloths!
Very friendly and well organised.
Knowledge and helpfulness of Brian and friend. Problem solved. Brilliant.
This is an absolutely amazing initiative! My handheld hoover was fixed in a flash and
everyone was so friendly and helpful.
Fantastic skills, great idea.
The cake and coffee. Willingness of people to help although my problem (CD player
not playable on BOSE system was not resolved I felt happy that this was looked at
and exhausted repair options. (POST SCRIPT: THIS PERSON MESSAGED US LATER TO
SAY HE GOT HOME AND PLUGGED THE PLAYER IN AND IT WORKED PERFECTLY! HE IS
DELIGHTED).
Very good: brakes now don’t squeak!
Very friendly and helpful. Repair successfully completed.
Excellent, really good I will use again and recommend to people I know.
Excellent service. Friendly team of experts who managed to fix my mother’s hand
woven wicker basket (circa 1950’s) Many thanks!
Knitting advice from Sue for a learner- excellent!
Brilliant thanks very much
Nice hall: good lighting for fiddly work! Cake!
Brilliant thank you so much!
Great! Very beautiful sewing!
COULD BE BETTER
Jewellery people?
Perhaps Repairers could ask if anyone is waiting!
Something to advertise dates of future repair cafes
THIS WAS LACKING
Cake forks maybe?

